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Polk audio t15 weight

Founded in the early 1970s, Polk Audio is an American speaker manufacturer known for producing high-quality products that don't cost much. And the Polk Audio T15 shelf speakers fit perfectly into this description. The T15 speakers are designed to deliver clear sound over a wide frequency range with the least distortion. The vocals sound natural, the highs
are resonant and even the bass is surprisingly good. We say surprisingly, because experience has shown that budget speakers are not very good when it comes to playing low-frequency notes. But if you turn on the bass on the polk Audio T15, it won't ruin the balance, even if you're holding hands with high tones. Of course, when you buy a set of speakers
on the shelves, you are looking for speakers that will impress you with your audio performances. But you also want the speakers to look nice. After all, the shelf speakers are to be stored on a shelf where everyone will see them. Polk Audio T15 are great in this aspect as well. Their black design makes them the right choice for everyone. Black is always in
fashion, and these speakers do not interfere with the harmony of your interior design. And since each of the two speakers in the set is quite compact, you should not have trouble finding a place for them. As the name of this type of speakers suggests, they belong to the shelf. But, you can keep them elsewhere without worrying that they will look lost. In fact,
many users choose to keep them on the wall. This is something that the manufacturer meant when they added keyhole holes on the back of each unit. Polk Audio T15Frequency response 45 - 24000 Hz specifications and functions - These speakers can handle sound in a very wide frequency range. In fact, they cover almost all the frequencies that the
human eye can record. This also includes low frequencies. Therefore, purchasing a Polk Audio T15 means you don't have to buy an additional subwoofer. And if you combine it with a 20 W amplifier, you'll create an unforgettable .5-1/4 woofer - the Dynamic Balance woofer is made of polymer composite and tipped in a rubber wrapper. As a result, it delivers
fairly clear sound at low frequencies without disturbing the balance.3/4 tweeter - Each speaker also has a Dynamic Balance tweeter, which is made of the same material as the woofer. The tweeter also has a magnet made of neodymium, which is ideal for use in speakers because it guarantees clear sound even at high frequencies. Bookcase-compatible
dimensions - Polk Audio T15 won't be called bookcase speakers unless their dimensions were compact enough to fit on the shelf. The exact dimensions of each speaker are 6.5 x 7.3 x 10.6 inches (width x depth x height). Besides, these speakers are also quite light, so not only can they be stored on the shelf, you can also mount them on the wall easily.
Keyhole Wall Mount Slot - These speakers are very easy to use. If you want to keep them in the wild, there is absolutely nothing you need to do. Just connect them to your computer (or TV, turntable, etc.), plug the adapter into an electrical outlet and voila, your work is done! But if you want to mount them on the wall, you will need to get your own mounting
equipment, because it is not included in the package. The good news is that you won't have to spend too much, because all you need is a wall anchor that would end up in the keyhole socket. MDF Cabinet - MDF is a kind of wood engineering that is cheap but pretty good at reducing resonances. The use of this material enabled Polk Audio to build a set of
speakers that do not cost much, but retain almost the same sound quality as speakers made of more expensive materials. 5-Year Warranty - Polk Audio gives you a 5-year warranty on these speakers, which shows how confident the manufacturer is that the speakers will work well. Sound Quality ProsDecent - Speakers Bookcases are not designed to
provide studio quality; Instead, their task is to provide an amazing experience when listening to your favorite music or watching movies. And that's exactly what the Polk Audio T15 does. These speakers deliver clear sound at almost all frequencies that can hear the human eye. Elegant Design - Because they're black, these speakers will look good no matter
where you put them. Moreover, since they are quite compact, they will not poke the eyes of everyone who is in your living room. And due to their size and weight, as well as the fact that they have a keyhole gap on the back, you will be able to mount them on the wall without much difficulty. Impressive build quality - You can be sure that the Polk Audio T15
speakers will serve you very well for years and years, even if you like to play music at maximum volume. We don't say that without proof. The fact that the manufacturer gives a 5-year warranty on these speakers is proof that they are supposed to work well for a long time. Compatible with different devices – You can connect these shelf speakers to your
computer, but also to your TV, turntable, smartphone and ethażera. The best thing is that you probably won't have to buy any special adapters to do this. And even if you do, adapters are quite cheap. Again, Amazon is the best market for card purchases; that's where you can find them at a price of only a few dollars. Low price – Polk Audio T15 are among
the cheapest speakers that can be found. With a price below the hundred dollar mark, they are definitely considered budget speakers. But their specifications and features are certainly not budget. ConsPassive Speakers – To get the most out of these speakers, you will need to get 20 Watt amp. This means that you will have to pay a little more to get a real
deal. You can find really amazing amplifiers on Amazon that cost only about 20-30 bucks. No mounting equipment - the speakers are not connected to the mounting equipment, which means that you will have to buy it on your own. Of course, these things are not expensive, but you will still have to invest some time and energy to get them. Not for professional
use - Polk Audio T15 are close-up shelf speakers and you need to keep it in mind. They just can't compare to high-end studio-grade speakers with their performances. But at the same time they cost much, much less than pro speakers. Polk Audio T15 AlternativesIf you are not fully satisfied with what Polk Audio T15 has to offer, we will be happy to help you
find the right alternative. But what is the best alternative will depend on your preferences as well as your budget. For example, if you're looking for even cheaper shelf speakers, there are not many options in front of you. The Edifier R980T is the only set of speakers on the shelves in the same price range as the Polk Audio T15, which is just as good. In fact,
since the Edifier R980T are powered by speakers, some believe they are an even better option than the T15. And if sound quality is what worries you, not the price, then our advice is to take a look at what KEF has on offer. Kef LS50 shelf speakers are the ones that first come to mind. They are more expensive, but their audio performances are from this
world! All rack speakers we mentioned are only available in black. If you want something more colorful, we mean some ideas. The Edifier R1280T is a set of speakers on the shelves that really stands out for its design. At the same time, these speakers are also amazing in terms of performance, which you can learn more about by reading our review of the
Edifier R1280T. Polk Audio T15 – Final VerdictMoney makes the world work around and if you're willing to spend a few hundred or even thousands of dollars, you can choose from all sorts of speakers. But if you don't want to spend more than a hundred dollars, your choices are more limited. Of course, that doesn't mean you can't find good shelf speakers in
this price range. You can! And the Polk Audio T15 are proof! These speakers provide pretty good audio performances on a budget. They also look classy and are very easy to use. Besides, Polk Audio did a really good job of constructing them to be solid and durable, so after buying the T15 speakers, you won't have to get for years. Our question is, what
else can you ask with a set of shelf speakers? The T15 is a shelf speaker whose great versatility is built to impress. Designed with Dynamic Balance® in mind, they are ready to enhance your home theater experience and take over the entire arsenal of songs without error. Think of brighter highs, wide-open mid-range and surprising bass responses- the
perfect entry into high-quality sound. The best part is that there will be a portfolio drain! Go for a great sound created for everyone. Add stereo speakers on the T15 shelf to your home audio setup today. Cabinet Warranty 5 Years Driver Warranty 5 Years Original Buyer Only Yes Quantity Includes Steam Orientation Vertical Height 10.63 (27 cm) Width 6.5
(16.51 cm) Depth 7.25 (18.42 cm) Driver Housing Type Went co-filled complement transducer (1) 5.25 (13.34 cm) d (round) Polymer composite transducer filled with mineral mineral memory - Mid/Woofer(1) 0.75 (1.91 cm) d (round) Dynamic silk balanceb/polymer composite dome - Tweeter Total frequency response 45 Hz → 24 Hz Nominal impedance 8
oms Sensitivity (1 watt @ 1 meter) 89 dB Lower and Upper -3dB Limits 65 Hz → input audio 20 Hz - Speaker Inputs (1) Pair 5-Way Binding Posts - Gold Plated Power Amplifier per Channel 20 Watts → 100 Watts Mounting Type Mounting Key Hanger Available Orientations Vertical Great Sound Should Be Affordable Home Theatre and Loudspeakers Music
Racks Are So Versatile as they come, bringing you amazing home theater sound and concert-quality music in a classic look – and at a price that won't budget. This home theater system expands the boundaries of what entertainment should sound like. What's more, it's easy to set up, supports Dolby and DTS, and connects to most home theater receivers,
stereos, or home theater processors. Designed with more than just a viewing pleasure in mind, the T-Series strikes a great sound for all the music that fills your life. Make any gear, home run or slam dunk pop with real-time sound that puts you at the center of every game. We took dna from the immediate classic Polk Monitor series speakers and re-imagined
them for today's sound lover. With one .75 silk dome tweeter, 5.25composite driver, and performance tuned front bass port– all designed with patented Dynamic Balance Polk technology– your sonic visions of brighter highs, wide-open mid-range and surprising bass responses are now a reality. Acoustically inert, MDF-class furniture cabinet design also
reduces resonance and distortion, so you can get a rich, detailed sound the way you want to be heard minus the muffled noise and rattling interference associated with quality, less than audio equipment. Designed for wide dispersion, setting up the T15 shelf speakers is easy and easy no matter what place them. You can even use them as front or rear
speakers in your home audio setup. Their 5-way tie positions provide a number of secure wire connection options. In addition, they are designed to work with most home theater receivers, stereos or home theater processors. Whether you settle on the couch or have music, the T15 is tuned to improve the experience- that's a fact. Premium sound combined
with affordability has never sounded so amazing! Amazing!
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